This Summary of Changes provides a brief description of changes made to Navy Uniform Regulations (NAVPERS 15665I) since the last update of 14 November 2018. The changes identified in this summary reflect the correction of noted policy discrepancies found within NAVPERS 15665I. For specific details of changes, please refer to the noted chapters, sections and articles below.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Chapter 1, General Requirements and Information, Uniform Requirements for Women (E1-E6), Table 3-1-2

Deleted:

Refer to FY-14 Active Seabag Requirements Lists, updated at the beginning of each fiscal year for uniform requirements and item prices. Inclusion of this information in the Uniform Regulations manual cancels the BUPERSNOTE 1020 announcing these updates.

Refer to FY-14 the Reserve Seabag Requirements Lists, updated at the beginning of each fiscal year for uniform requirements and items prices for outfitting reserves. These updated prices are used in conjunction with COMNAVRESFOR P4000 and inclusion of this information in the Uniform Regulations manual cancels BUPERSINST 1020.11Q.

FOR FOOTNOTES, SEE BELOW

(1) Occupational Field 13 personnel (Seabees) are authorized to maintain four desert brown towels vice white.

(2) Personnel required to wear desert brown undergarments on a daily basis are authorized to substitute up to one half of the minimum seabag white undergarments requirement with desert brown undergarments.

Added:

Refer to the Active Seabag Requirements Lists, updated at the beginning of each fiscal year for uniform requirements and item prices. Inclusion of this information in the Uniform Regulations manual cancels the BUPERSNOTE 1020 announcing these updates.

Refer to the Reserve Seabag Requirements Lists, updated at the beginning of each fiscal year for uniform requirements and items prices for outfitting reserves. These updated prices are used in conjunction with COMNAVRESFOR P4000 and inclusion of this information in the Uniform Regulations manual cancels BUPERSINST 1020.11Q.

FOR FOOTNOTES, SEE BELOW

(1) Occupational Field 13 personnel (Seabees) are authorized to maintain four desert brown towels vice white.

(2) Personnel required to wear desert brown undergarments on a daily basis are authorized to substitute up to one half of the minimum seabag white undergarments requirement with desert brown undergarments.
2. Chapter 2, Section 2, Personal Appearance, Hair, Women, Article 2201.1.b.(2).

**Deleted:**
"g. Ponytails. The wear of a single braid, French braid, or a single ponytail in Service, Working, and PT uniforms is authorized. The initial accessory for the ponytail will not be visible when facing forward. Authorized accessory devices must be consistent with the color of the hair. The end of the braid or ponytail may extend up to three inches below the lower edge of the collar of the shirt, jacket or coat. In spaces or environments where there are operational hazards such as rotating gear, etc., the hair may not be worn below the bottom of the collar."

**Added:**
"g. Ponytails. A ponytail is a hairstyle in which the hair on the head is pulled away from the face, gathered and secured at the back of the head with an approved accessory. Hair extending beyond the securing accessory may be braided or allowed to extend naturally. The wear of a single braid, French braid, or a single ponytail in Service, Working, and PT uniforms is authorized.

The following criteria pertain to the wearing of ponytail hairstyles while wearing a U.S. Navy uniform. Ponytail hairstyles will not interfere with the proper wearing of military headwear and equipment nor extend downward more than three inches below the lower edge of the collar (shirt/blouse, jacket or coat) while sitting, standing or walking. Additionally, ponytails will not extend outward more than three inches behind the head as measured from the securing accessory nor shall the width exceed the width of the back of the head or be visible from the front. In spaces or environments where there are operational hazards such as rotating gear, etc., the hair may not be worn below the bottom of the collar.

3. Chapter 3, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components, Shoes, Dress (Black, Brown, White), Article 3501.54.

**Deleted:**
b. **Females.** Plain black, brown or white dress pumps made of smooth leather or synthetic leather, with closed heels and toes. Heels shall be no higher than approximately 2-5/8 inches nor less than approximately 5/8 inch measured from the forward edge, and no wider than approximately 1-3/4 inches at the base. Sole shall be no thicker than approximately 1/4 inch. Wedge heels are not authorized.-

**Correct Wear**
Keep well shined and in good repair. Lace shoes from inside out through all eyelets and tie.

a. For shipboard restrictions, refer to article 1101.5.

b. Navy certified brown leather shoes and khaki socks are optional for personnel E-7 and above with khaki uniforms.

**Ownership Markings**
Initials only inside, near the top.
Added:
b. **Females.** Plain black, brown or white dress pumps made of smooth leather or synthetic leather, with closed heels and toes. The heels will be 5/8 inch to 2-5/8 inches in height as measured from the forward edge, and no wider than approximately 1-3/4 inches at the base. The sole will be no thicker than approximately 1/4 inch. Wedge heels are not authorized. Flats are also authorized to be worn as dress shoes. Flats will be of plain smooth or synthetic leather, brown, white or black as appropriate, slip-on, rounded and closed toe and heel and without ornamentation, designs, or decorative stitching. The opening of the Flat is elongated and extends from the heel to the base of the toe mirroring the shape and appearance of the female dress shoe. When worn, the bridge of the foot will not be covered and no portion of the toes will be exposed. It will be constructed of full grain, dress shoe leather or a poromeric/synthetic material with a leather appearance in black, brown or white. The outsole and heel shall be black for black and brown shoes and white for white shoes and the heel will be a minimum of 1/4 inch. The outsole will also be made of non-marking rubber with a traction design and have a heel between one-quarter and one-half inches.

**Correct Wear**

**Males:**

Keep well shined and in good repair. Lace shoes from inside out through all eyelets and tie.

a. For shipboard restrictions, refer to article 1101.5.

b. Navy certified brown leather shoes and khaki socks are optional for personnel E-7 and above with khaki uniforms.

**Females:**

Dress pumps and Flats will be worn in the same manner as dress shoes to include hosiery.

**Ownership Markings**

Initials only inside, near the top.
4. Chapter 3, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components, Shirt, Sweat, Navy, Article 3601.10.

Deleted:
“The Navy sweat shirt is navy blue, 50/50 cotton/polyester blend (hooded or crew neck), with reflective navy lettering outlined in gold on the back and reflective navy lettering and navy seal outline in gold on the front.”

Added:
“The Navy sweat shirt is navy blue, 50/50 cotton/polyester blend (hooded or crew neck), with reflective navy lettering in silver centered on the upper back and upper left front.

5. Chapter 3, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components, Pants, Sweat, Navy, Article 3601.11.

Deleted:
“The sweat pant is navy blue, 50/50 cotton/polyester blend, with reflective lettering vertically outlined in gold outboard on each pant leg.”

Added:
“The sweat pant is navy blue, 50/50 cotton/polyester blend, with silver reflective lettering horizontally on the left upper thigh of the pant leg.”

6. Chapter 3, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components, Undershirt, Article 3603.2.

Added:
“Optional wear of nursing T-shirts is authorized for nursing Sailors. Nursing T-shirts may be long or short sleeve and must be white when worn with Service Uniforms, coyote brown when worn with the NWU Type II and III, blue when worn with the NWU Type I and black when worn with Flight Suits. Long sleeve nursing T-shirts will be worn with fully extended long sleeve uniform shirt/blouses. Nursing T-shirt will be worn tucked-in unless worn with maternity uniforms. When worn with maternity uniforms, the T-shirt will not extend beyond nor be visible below the hem of the maternity top being worn. Removal of a uniform shirt/blouse when wearing a nursing T-shirt is authorized only in designated lactation rooms. Nursing T-shirts are not authorized in environments requiring safety or organizational clothing.”

7. Chapter 3, Section 5, Description & Wear of Uniform Components, Shoulder, Patch, Article 3603.4a.

Added:
“The optional wear of an embroidered command/unit shoulder patch is authorized for daily wear in non-tactical environments. The command/unit logo shoulder patch may be worn on the left shoulder pocket flap of the NWU Type II/III in lieu of the Don’t Tread On Me (DTOM)
shoulder patch. Simultaneous wear of the command/unit logo patch and the right breast command logo patch is not authorized. Simultaneous wear of the DTOM shoulder patch and right breast command/unit logo patch is authorized. The command/unit shoulder patch will be two and one-quarter inches by four inches in dimension with subdued matching NWU color embroidered logo and lettering. Command/unit logo shoulder patches are considered optional personal purchase items and are not mandatory for wear or possession. The design of command/unit logo patches must be approved by the unit commanding officer.”

8. Chapter 3, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components, Embroidered Collar/Chest, Rank Insignia, Article 3603.12.

Added:
“The silver thread NWU Type III CAPTAIN (O-6) rank insignia may be optionally worn in non-tactical environments only.”

9. Chapter 3, Section 5, Description and Wear of Uniform Components, Identification Markings, Article 3603.15.

Added:
Identification markings will be embroidered in approximately 3/4 inch block letters on approximately 1-1/4 inch wide fabric strips. Names exceedingly long can be embroidered in approximately 1/2 inch letters. Markings will be embroidered in black for E1-O10. Proper locations of fabric strips are as follows:

a. NWU shirt:
   (1) Wearer's surname will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the wearer's right shirt pocket.
   (2) "U.S. NAVY" will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the wearer's left shirt pocket.
   (3) Rating badges will not be worn or stenciled on the NWU.
   (4) Authorized (current assignment) Force or command/unit patch may be worn on the wearer's right breast pocket. The size of the patch shall not exceed 3 to 3-1/2 inches in length/width/diameter. When worn, the patch will be sewn centered on the pocket below the pocket flap to allow for easy removal and minimum expense.
   (5) Authorized Navy certified subdued matching NWU Type II/III pattern Don’t Tread On Me (DTOM) and Reverse U.S. Flag (Reverse Flag) patches may be worn on the wearer’s left and left right upper arm pocket flap respectively. The optional wear of an embroidered command/unit shoulder patch is authorized for daily wear in non-tactical environments. The command/unit logo shoulder patch may be worn on the left shoulder pocket flap of the NWU Type II/III in lieu of the Don’t Tread On Me (DTOM) shoulder patch. Simultaneous wear of the command/unit logo patch and the right breast command logo patch is not authorized. Simultaneous wear of the DTOM shoulder patch and right breast command/unit logo patch is authorized. The command/unit shoulder patch will be two and one-quarter inches by four inches in dimension with subdued matching NWU color embroidered logo and lettering. Command/unit logo shoulder patches are considered optional personal purchase items and are not mandatory for wear or possession. The design of command/unit logo patches must be approved by the unit commanding officer.
(6) Fabric pull on/off rank insignia tabs shall be worn by E4 and above personnel on the parka/shirt chest pull tab as follows:

(i) Officers, with the exception of vice admirals and admirals, will wear a slip-on version of the regular size embroidered grade insignia. When wearing the eagle insignia, eagle faces to the wearer’s right. Vice admirals and admirals will wear a slightly smaller size insignia to accommodate the insignia's proper fit on the tab. The stars will be stacked vertically point to center. Per paragraph 3603.12(f), all Chaplains are authorized to wear their Chaplain Corps Staff insignia above their grade.

(ii) Master, Senior, and Chief Petty Officers will wear a slip-on version of the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap device on the tab.

(iii) First, Second, and Third Class Petty Officers will wear a slip-on version of the appropriate embroidered petty officer cap device on the tab. The eagle faces to the wearer's right.

(iv) Rating specialty insignias and staff corps devices (with the exception of Navy Chaplains Staff Corps insignia) are not authorized to be worn on the NWU Type II/III.

b. NWU Trousers: The wearer's surname will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the right rear trouser pocket.

c. NWU Parka: Fabric pull on/off rank insignia tabs shall be worn by E4 and above personnel on the parka's chest pull tab as described in 3603.15.a.(6).

10. Chapter 3, Section 5, Description & Wear of Uniform Components, Footnotes for Chapter Three, paragraph 1.

Deleted:

1. "Black gloves may be worn with peacoats/reefers, overcoats, all-weather coats, windbreakers, black jackets, Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Parka with Black Fleece Liner in inclement weather, if no other gloves are authorized with the uniform over which the outer garment is worn.

2. For male and females, socks color shall match service shoes, except khaki socks shall be worn with brown shoes. For females, when wearing slacks with dress or formal shoes (pumps or flat), hosiery is required. When wearing slacks with service shoes (oxford), socks are required. When wearing skirts, hosiery is required instead of socks and a slip if the skirt worn is unlined.

3. Navy black relax fit jacket (55/45% poly/wool with stand-up knit collar and knit cuffs/bottom) is authorized for wear in lieu of the Service Dress Blue coat. The black V-Neck sweater is an optional item which may be worn with this combination. The black relax fit jacket is authorized for daily wear to and from work, in public places and for attending working level meetings/briefings, but is not authorized for ceremonies, high level meetings/briefings, or when conducting business on Capitol Hill. The navy blue garrison cap may be worn optionally when the Navy black relax fit jacket and/or black V-neck sweater is worn in lieu of the Service Dress Blue coat.

4. Navy black V-Neck sweater is authorized for wear in lieu of the Service Dress Blue coat. The sweater is authorized for daily wear to and from work, in public places and for attending working level meetings/briefings, but is not authorized for ceremonies, high level meetings/briefings, or when conducting business on Capitol Hill. The only outer
garments authorized when wearing the sweater are those outer garments authorized with the basic uniform. The navy blue garrison cap may be worn optionally when the black V-neck sweater is worn in lieu of the Service Dress Blue coat.

5. Must be uniform throughout the command.

6. Cuff links and studs are worn on women’s new pleated style formal white shirt.

7. The wearing of Navy head gear with Working Coveralls is optional. When doing so in a designated covered area, salutes are required to be rendered. Head gear worn with Working Coveralls will be per current Navy uniform policy guidelines.

8. The Knit Watch Cap is worn with the following outerwear only: reefer, overcoat/bridge coat, peacoat, All Weather Coat, Cold Weather Parka and NWU Parka.

9. Commencing 1 October 2018, the black cold weather parka transitions to standard Navy outerwear worn with Service and Service Dress Uniforms. The Navy all weather coat, peacoat and reefer will be optional outerwear garments worn with uniforms per current uniform policy guidelines.

10. The logo on the Navy sweat shirt and pant is being replaced with silver reflective lettering NAVY to align with the logo on the Physical Training Uniform shirt and shorts. The current designed sweat pants and shirts are authorized for wear as long as they are serviceable.”

**Added:**

“1. Black gloves may be worn with all authorized Navy outerwear during inclement weather.

2. For male and females, socks color shall match service shoes, except khaki socks shall be worn with brown shoes. For females, when wearing slacks with dress or formal shoes (pumps or flat), hosiery is required. When wearing slacks with service shoes (oxford), socks are required. When wearing skirts, hosiery is required instead of socks and a slip if the skirt worn is unlined.

3. Navy black relax fit jacket (55/45% poly/wool with stand-up knit collar and knit cuffs/bottom) is authorized for wear in lieu of the Service Dress Blue coat. The black V-Neck sweater is an optional item which may be worn with this combination. The black relax fit jacket is authorized for daily wear to and from work, in public places and for attending working level meetings/briefings, but is not authorized for ceremonies, high level meetings/briefings, or when conducting business on Capitol Hill. The navy blue garrison cap may be worn optionally when the Navy black relax fit jacket and/or black V-neck sweater is worn in lieu of the Service Dress Blue coat.

4. Navy black V-Neck sweater is authorized for wear in lieu of the Service Dress Blue coat. The sweater is authorized for daily wear to and from work, in public places and for attending working level meetings/briefings, but is not authorized for ceremonies, high level meetings/briefings, or when conducting business on Capitol Hill. The only outer garments authorized when wearing the sweater are those outer garments authorized with the basic uniform. The navy blue garrison cap may be worn optionally when the black V-neck sweater is worn in lieu of the Service Dress Blue coat.

5. Must be uniform throughout the command.

6. Cuff links and studs are worn on women’s new pleated style formal white shirt.

7. The wearing of Navy head gear with Working Coveralls is optional. When doing so in a designated covered area, salutes are required to be rendered. Head gear worn with Working Coveralls will be per current Navy uniform policy guidelines.

8. The Knit Watch Cap is worn with the following outerwear only: reefer, overcoat/bridge coat, peacoat, All Weather Coat, Cold Weather Parka and NWU Parka.

9. Commencing 1 October 2018, the black cold weather parka transitions to standard Navy outerwear worn with Service and Service Dress Uniforms. The Navy all weather coat,
peacoat and reefer will be optional outerwear garments worn with uniforms per current uniform policy guidelines.

10. The logo on the Navy sweat shirt and pant is silver reflective lettering. The current designed sweat pant and shirt with official US Navy Seal with the Bald Eagle clutching a horizontal fouled anchor surrounded by chain links in silver and gold and “NAVY” letters in gold and silver centered on the back are authorized for wear as long as they are serviceable."

11. Chapter 3, Section 5, NWU Footnotes, paragraph 13.

Deleted:

1. The following headgear may be worn with the NWU:
   (1) Eight-point cap will be worn squarely on the head so that the visor is on a line and just above the level of the eyes. Rank/rate insignia is required for E4 and above personnel.

   (2) Navy knit watch cap, when authorized by appropriate authority, will be worn during cold weather conditions that may result in personal injury if not worn. The watch cap will be worn diagonally from the base of the back of the head, across the ears and on the forehead. Rank/rate insignia is not authorized to be worn on the watch cap.

   (3) Navy and Command Ball Caps are authorized for wear with the Navy Working Uniform (NWU) as optional head gear. Wear squarely on the head, with bottom edge parallel to and 1-1/2 inch above the eyebrows. The eight-point cover will remain the basic uniform component cover for the NWUs and thus will be the only appropriate cover for personnel uniform inspections and special occasions where Sailors are ordered to wear their NWUs to ensure a uniform appearance within the command.

2. Undershirts shall be navy blue, cotton, quarter-length sleeve, with an elliptical (crew-neck) collar. Organization issued or personally purchased thermal underwear is authorized to be worn underneath the NWU undershirt and trousers. Thermal underwear will not be visible when worn underneath the undershirt.

3. Socks shall be black and extend above the top of the 9 inch safety boot to ensure comfort.

4. The normal wear of the NWU shirt is outside the waistband of the NWU trousers. When directed by appropriate authority, the shirt will be worn inside the trouser waistband (tucked in). Centered below the wearer’s left pocket flap of the shirt is the seal of the navy flag (ace). Sleeves may be worn rolled up as directed by appropriate authority. When authorized, NWU sleeves will be rolled (cuff right-side out) forming a 3 inch wide band covered by the cuff of the shirt (the outside fabric of the NWU will show). The termination point of the roll is approximately 2 inches above the elbow. This manner of sleeve roll presents a short sleeve appearance and facilitates expeditious de-rolling and fastening during emergent situations.

5. The normal wear of the NWU trousers is fastened fully on the waist with belt buckled centered over the trouser fastener. The trouser legs shall be bloused with blousing straps so the blouse covers the top three rows of eyelets. When authorized to wear the trousers unbloused, the trouser leg length will not extend below the bottom of the safety boot heel.
6. Personnel E1-E6 will wear the 1-1/4 inch black cotton or nylon woven web belt, with silver finished tip, and silver finished closed-face buckle. Officers and chief petty officers will wear a khaki cotton or nylon woven belt with gold tip and gold closed-face buckle. Properly worn, the belt tip will not extend outward beyond the belt buckle to expose the (black or khaki) web belt material. A plain or decorated buckle with appropriate naval insignia, designs, the individual's present command, or if stationed ashore a previous sea command/squadron, or devices to which the wearer is entitled, may be authorized for optional wear. The Rigger's Belt is authorized for optional wear.

7. Authorized footwear worn with the NWU include a black 9 inch all leather (smooth) safety boot (steel-toed) with black laces. Smooth leather boots will be blackened and buffed. Bootlaces will be tucked in a manner to present a well-kept appearance. At Commanding Officers' discretion an optional 9-inch rough side out leather safety boot (steel toed) and black 8 inch non-spark safety boot (aviation flight deck boot steel toed) with black laces is authorized. The black pullover mock "T" sweater is authorized for wear with the NWU. The sweater will be worn over the undershirt and beneath the NWU shirt.

8. Rank/rate insignia:

   (1) Cap insignia (rate/rank) will be worn centered on the front of the NWU eight point cap by all officers, Chief Petty Officers, and Petty Officers. The bottom of the insignia will be approximately 1-1/4 inch from the visor.

      (a) Officers will wear the regular size embroidered grade insignia. When wearing the eagle insignia, eagle faces to the wearer's right.

      (b) Chief Petty Officers will wear the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap insignia.

      (c) Petty Officers will wear the regular size embroidered Petty Officer Cap insignia.

      (d) E3 and below will not wear a cap insignia.

   (2) The appropriate embroidered rank/rate collar insignias will be worn on the NWU by personnel E4 to O10. Except for flag officers, the center of the insignia will be placed at a point approximately 1 inch from the front and lower edges of the collar and the vertical axis of the insignia will lie along an imaginary line bisecting the angle of the collar point. Eagles face the front (inward).

      (a) Rear Admirals will wear the regular size embroidered grade insignia. Vice Admirals and admirals will wear a slightly smaller size insignia to properly fit on the collar. The insignia will be centered between the top and bottom edge of the collar, with the outer edge of the insignia approximately 1 inch from the front edge of the collar, and with one ray of each star pointing toward the top edge of the collar.

      (b) Line Officers (O1-O6) will wear the regular size embroidered grade insignia.

      (c) Staff Corps Officers and warrant officers will wear the regular size embroidered grade insignia on the right collar and appropriate equally sized corps device or warrant officers' line device.
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(d) Chief Petty Officers will wear the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap insignia.

(e) Petty Officers will wear the appropriate miniature embroidered petty officer collar insignia.

(f) Enlisted rating specialty insignias are not authorized to be worn on the NWU.

9. The appropriate breast insignia will be embroidered in the applicable color and worn as follows:

(1) Command insignia (Command at-Sea, Command Ashore/Project Manager) is worn on the NWU shirt above the right pocket centered 1/4 inch above the name tape. Post-tour command insignia may be worn on the left pocket flap of the wearer, 1/4 inch below the top of the pocket. When authorized to wear two warfare insignias and the post-tour command insignia, the post-tour command insignia may be worn centered on the left pocket flap 1/4 inch below the top of the pocket.

(2) When authorized, a maximum of two warfare/qualification insignia may be worn on the NWU shirt. The size of the fabric on which they are embroidered will be of the NWU pattern, rectangular, and the approximate size of the breast insignia with no more than 1/4 inch of fabric on either side of the embroidery. The primary breast insignia will be worn centered above and flush with the "U.S. Navy" service tape on the shirt. The secondary breast insignia may be worn below, flush and centered under the primary warfare insignia and flush with the top of the service tape (double stacked). The NWU is the only uniform in which two warfare insignias may be worn in this manner. Primary and secondary warfare insignia positions will be as prescribed in article 5201.2.c.(3). The secondary warfare insignia may optionally be worn centered on the left pocket flap 1/4 inch below the top of the pocket. Eligible enlisted Sailors may wear an authorized identification badge centered on the left pocket flap 1/4 inch below the top of the pocket. When wearing an identification badge, no other device is authorized for wear on the pocket flap.

10. Identification Badges: the following identification badges are authorized to be worn on the NWU: Navy/Fleet/Force/Command Master, Senior, Chief badges, Command Career Counselor, Recruit Division Commander, and security/law enforcement. The wearing of authorized badges are as follows:

(1) All enlisted personnel will wear identification badges on the NWU shirt centered on the wearer's left pocket flap.

(2) All officers will wear identification badges above the wearer's right pocket centered 1/4 inch above their name.

(3) Identification badges can be either metal or embroidered on a strip of NWU fabric. Pin on devices shall not be worn on the NWU when metal devices might present a FOD or safety hazard.

(4) Embroidered Navy Security Force Identification badges may be worn on working uniforms (NWU Type I, II, and III only) centered and flush with the wearer's nametape.
11. Identification markings: Identification markings will be embroidered in approximately 3/4 inch block letters on approximately 1-1/4 inch wide fabric strips uniform. Names exceedingly long can be embroidered in approximately 1/2 inch letters. Proper locations of fabric strips are as follows:

(1) NWU Shirt:

(a) Wearer's surname will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the wearer's right shirt pocket.

(b) "U.S. Navy" will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the wearer's left shirt pocket.

(c) Rating badges will not be worn or stenciled on the NWU.

(d) Authorized (current assignment) force or command/unit patch may be worn on the wearer's right breast pocket. The size of the patch shall not exceed 3 to 3-1/2 inches in length/width/diameter. When worn, the patch will be sewn centered on the pocket below the pocket flap to allow for easy removal and minimum expense.

(2) NWU Trousers: the wearer's surname will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the right rear trouser pocket.

(3) NWU Parka: fabric pull on/off rank insignia tabs shall be worn by E4 and above personnel on the parka's chest pull tab as follows:

(a) Officers, with the exception of vice admirals and admirals, will wear a slip-on version of the regular size embroidered grade insignia. When wearing the eagle insignia, eagle faces to the wearer's right. Vice admirals and admirals will wear a slightly smaller size insignia to accommodate the insignia's proper fit on the tab. The stars will be stacked vertically point to center.

(b) Master, senior, and chief petty officers will wear a slip-on version of the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap device on the tab.

(c) First, second, and third class petty officers will wear a slip-on version of the appropriate embroidered petty officer cap device on the tab. The eagle faces to the wearer's right.

(d) Rating specialty insignias are not authorized to be worn on the tab.

(4) NWU Fleece: fabric pull on/off rank insignia tabs shall be worn by E4 and above personnel on the fleece's chest pull tab as follows:

(a) Officers, with the exception of vice admirals and admirals, will wear a slip-on version of the regular size embroidered grade insignia. When wearing the eagle insignia, eagle faces to the wearer's right. Vice admirals and admirals will wear a slightly smaller size insignia to accommodate the insignia's proper fit on the tab. The stars will be stacked vertically point to center.

(b) Master, senior, and chief petty officers will wear a slip-on version of the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap device on the tab.
12. The parka is the authorized outerwear worn with the NWU. Close the zipper at least 3/4 of the way. It has a detachable black fleece liner that provides extra comfort and protection during extremely cold conditions. The accompanied black fleece liner is the only liner authorized to be worn with the NWU. The parka is equipped with a fold-out hood located inside the velcro closure section of the collar. The hood is designed to provide additional protection during inclement weather conditions. To ensure its water tight integrity, puncturing, pinning, or sewing items to the parka is not authorized.

13. The black fleece liner is the authorized to be worn as an stand-alone outerwear worn with the NWU Type I. When wearing as an optional garment, the fleece will be worn over the NWU blouse zippered at least 3/4 of the way and must have an sewn on center chest tab. The fleece liner will provide extra comfort and protection during mild conditions.

14. Existing Navy uniform regulations grooming standards apply when wearing the NWU.

15. For environmental extremes the following modifications are authorized when granted by appropriate authority (regional commander/commanding officer).

   (1) The NWU shirt may be removed on job sites or in work spaces.

   (2) NWU trousers may be worn unbloused on job sites or in workspaces.
   (3) During the winter or inclement periods, the parka hood is authorized for wear in addition to head gear. Black leather gloves are authorized.

16. Aiguillettes: At commander's discretion, aiguillettes are authorized for wear with NWU type I shirt and parka by personnel assigned to billets in which aiguillettes are a prescribed uniform item. Puncturing the outer shell of the parka will result in compromising the water tight integrity of the garment.

**Added:**

1. The following headgear may be worn with the NWU:

   (1) Eight-point cap will be worn squarely on the head so that the visor is on a line and just above the level of the eyes. Rank/rate insignia is required for E4 and above personnel.

   (2) Navy knit watch cap, when authorized by appropriate authority, will be worn during cold weather conditions that may result in personal injury if not worn. The watch cap will be worn diagonally from the base of the back of the head, across the ears and on the forehead. Rank/rate insignia is not authorized to be worn on the watch cap.
(3) Navy and Command Ball Caps are authorized for wear with the Navy Working Uniform (NWU) as optional head gear. Wear squarely on the head, with bottom edge parallel to and 1-1/2 inch above the eyebrows. The eight-point cover will remain the basic uniform component cover for the NWUs and thus will be the only appropriate cover for personnel uniform inspections and special occasions where Sailors are ordered to wear their NWUs to ensure a uniform appearance within the command.

2. Undershirts will be navy blue for NWU Type I and coyote brown for NWU Type II/III, cotton, quarter-length sleeve, with an elliptical (crew-neck) collar. Organization issued or personally purchased thermal underwear is authorized to be worn underneath the NWU undershirt and trousers. Thermal underwear will not be visible when worn underneath the undershirt.

3. Socks shall be black and extend above the top of the 9 inch safety boot to ensure comfort.

4. The normal wear of the NWU shirt is outside the waistband of the NWU trousers. When directed by appropriate authority, the shirt will be worn inside the trouser waistband (tucked in). Centered below the wearer's left pocket flap of the shirt is the seal of the navy flag (ace). Sleeves may be worn rolled up as directed by appropriate authority. When authorized, NWU sleeves will be rolled (cuff right-side out) forming a 3 inch wide band covered by the cuff of the shirt (the outside fabric of the NWU will show). The termination point of the roll is approximately 2 inches above the elbow. This manner of sleeve roll presents a short sleeve appearance and facilitates expeditious de-rolling and fastening during emergent situations.

5. The normal wear of the NWU trousers is fastened fully on the waist with belt buckled centered over the trouser fastener. The trouser legs shall be bloused with blousing straps so the blouse covers the top three rows of eyelets. When authorized to wear the trousers unbloused, the trouser leg length will not extend below the bottom of the safety boot heel.

6. Personnel E1-E6 will wear the 1-1/4 inch black cotton or nylon woven belt, with silver finished tip, and silver finished closed-face buckle. Officers and chief petty officers will wear a khaki cotton or nylon woven belt with gold tip and gold closed-face buckle. Properly worn, the belt tip will not extend outward beyond the belt buckle to expose the (black or khaki) belt material. A plain or decorated buckle with appropriate naval insignia, designs, the individual's present command, or if stationed ashore a previous sea command/squadron, or devices to which the wearer is entitled, may be authorized for optional wear. The Rigger's Belt is authorized for optional wear. For E1-E6 the belt is either a 1 3/4 inch wide black woven, with a subdued black finished buckle, or a 1 3/4 inch wide with forged steel buckle, D-ring and hook and loop fastener (Velcro) design. For Officers and CPOs, the belt is either a 1 3/4 inch wide coyote woven, with a subdued black finished buckle, or a coyote 1 3/4 inch wide with forged steel buckle, D-ring and Velcro fastener design. The excess end of the fastening tip will be oriented to the left of the buckle of the body of the wearer. When worn, the belt tip will not extend beyond 2 inches from the buckle.

7. Authorized footwear worn with the NWU include: black leather safety boots (steel toed) are the standard boots worn with the Navy Working Uniform (NWU) Type I and III for CONUS and U.S. territories. Authorized black safety boots include the 9-inch black smooth leather NWU boot, the 9-inch black rough-side-out leather NWU boot and the 8-inch flight deck safety boot. Black leather safety boots (steel toed) are sea-bag-required items and are
required afloat and ashore in environments mandating safety shoe wear. Smooth leather boots will be blackened and buffed. Bootlaces will be laced and tucked in a manner to present a well-kept appearance. Refer to NAVADMIN 214/17 or the Uniform Matters Website (Authorized Boot Listing) for the list of authorized optional boots that may be worn with the NWU Type III per commanding officer discretion.

8. Rank/rate insignia:

(1) Cap insignia (rate/rank) will be worn centered on the front of the NWU eight-point cap by all officers, Chief Petty Officers, and Petty Officers. The bottom of the insignia will be approximately 1-1/4 inch from the visor.

(a) Officers will wear the regular size embroidered grade insignia. When wearing the eagle insignia, eagle faces to the wearer's right.

(b) Chief Petty Officers will wear the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap insignia.

(c) Petty Officers will wear the regular size embroidered Petty Officer Cap insignia.

(d) E3 and below will not wear a cap insignia.

**NOTE:** The new eight-point utility cap with Anchor, Constitution and Eagle (ACE) logo is required for wear effective 1 October 2019. When wearing the cap with the ACE logo, no rank insignia shall be worn on the cover.

(2) Embroidered rank/rate collar insignia (NWU Type I) and chest insignia (NWU Type III) will be worn by personnel E4-O10. Flag officers wearing the NWU Type I, shall center the insignia at a point approximately 1 inch from the front and lower edges of the collar and the vertical axis of the insignia will lie along an imaginary line bisecting the angle of the collar point. Eagle insignia will face the front (inward).

a. Rear Admirals will wear the regular size embroidered grade insignia. Vice Admirals and Admirals will wear a slightly smaller size insignia to properly fit on the collar and the chest tab. The collar insignia will be centered between the top and bottom edge of the collar, with the outer edge of the insignia approximately 1 inch from the front edge of the collar, and with one ray of each star pointing toward the top edge of the collar. On the NWU Type III, the rank tab is inserted into and pulled through the slip-on chest insignia. The chest insignia is then centered over the rank tab.

b. Line officers (O1-O6) will wear the regular size embroidered grade insignia.

c. Staff corps officers and warrant officers will wear the regular size embroidered grade insignia on the right collar and appropriate equally sized corps device or warrant officers' line device on the NWU Type I. On the NWU Type III, only the grade insignia is worn on the rank tab with the exception of Chaplains. Chaplains are authorized to wear the Chaplain Staff Corps Insignia above their grade insignia.
d. Chief Petty Officers will wear the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap insignia on NWU Type I and the standard chest insignia on the NWU Type III.

e. Petty officers will wear the appropriate miniature embroidered petty officer collar insignia on the NWU Type I and the standard chest insignia on the NWU Type III.

f. Enlisted rating specialty insignias and staff corps devices (except Chaplains) are not authorized to be worn on any NWU.

(3) NWU Fleece: slip-on rank insignia will be worn by E4 and above personnel on the fleece's rank tab as follows:

   (a) Officers, with the exception of vice admirals and admirals, will wear a slip-on version of the regular size embroidered grade insignia. When wearing the eagle insignia, eagle faces to the wearer's right. Vice admirals and admirals will wear a slightly smaller size insignia to accommodate the insignia's proper fit on the tab. The stars will be stacked vertically point to center.

   (b) Master, senior, and chief petty officers will wear a slip-on version of the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap device on the tab.

   (c) First, second, and third class petty officers will wear a slip-on version of the appropriate embroidered petty officer cap device on the tab. The eagle faces to the wearer's right.

   (d) Rating specialty insignias are not authorized to be worn on the tab.

9. The appropriate breast insignia will be embroidered in the applicable color and worn as follows:

   (1) Command insignia (Command at-Sea, Command Ashore/Project Manager) is worn on the NWU shirt above the right pocket centered 1/4 inch above the name tape. Post-tour command insignia may be worn on the left pocket flap of the wearer, 1/4 inch below the top of the pocket. When authorized to wear two warfare insignias and the post-tour command insignia, the post-tour command insignia may be worn centered on the left pocket flap 1/4 inch below the top of the pocket.

   (2) When authorized, a maximum of two warfare/qualification insignia may be worn on the NWU shirt. The size of the fabric on which they are embroidered will be of the NWU pattern, rectangular, and the approximate size of the breast insignia with no more than 1/4 inch of fabric on either side of the embroidery. The primary breast insignia will be worn centered above and flush with the "U.S. Navy" service tape on the shirt. The secondary breast insignia may be worn below, flush and centered under the primary warfare insignia and flush with the top of the service tape (double stacked). The NWU is the only uniform in which two warfare insignias may be worn in this manner. Primary and secondary warfare insignia positions will be as prescribed in article 5201.2.c.(3). The secondary warfare insignia may optionally be worn centered on the left pocket flap 1/4 inch below the top of the pocket. Eligible enlisted Sailors may wear an authorized identification badge centered on the left pocket flap.
pocket flap 1/4 inch below the top of the pocket. When wearing an identification badge, no other device is authorized for wear on the pocket flap.

10. Identification Badges: the following identification badges are authorized to be worn on the NWU: Navy/Fleet/Force/Command Master, Senior, Chief badges, Command Career Counselor, Recruit Division Commander, and security/law enforcement. The wearing of authorized badges are as follows:

   (1) All enlisted personnel will wear identification badges on the NWU shirt centered on the wearer's left pocket flap.

   (2) All officers will wear identification badges above the wearer's right pocket centered 1/4 inch above their name.

   (3) Identification badges can be either metal or embroidered on a strip of NWU fabric. Pin on devices shall not be worn on the NWU when metal devices might present a FOD or safety hazard.

   (4) Embroidered Navy Security Force Identification badges may be worn on working uniforms (NWU Type I, II, and III only) centered and flush with the wearer's nametape.

11. Identification markings: identification markings will be embroidered in approximately 3/4 inch block letters on approximately 1-1/4 inch wide fabric strips uniform. Names exceedingly long can be embroidered in approximately 1/2 inch letters. Proper locations of fabric strips are as follows:

   (1) NWU Shirt:

       (a) Wearer's surname will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the wearer's right shirt pocket.

       (b) "U.S. Navy" will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the wearer's left shirt pocket.

       (c) Rating badges will not be worn or stenciled on the NWU.

       (d) Authorized (current assignment) force or command/unit patch may be worn on the wearer's right breast pocket. The size of the patch shall not exceed 3 to 3-1/2 inches in length/width/diameter. When worn, the patch will be sewn centered on the pocket below the pocket flap to allow for easy removal and minimum expense.

   (2) NWU Trousers: the wearer's surname will be sewn centered above and flush with the top of the right rear trouser pocket.

   (3) NWU Parka: slip-on rank insignia will be worn by E4 and above personnel on the parka's rank tab as follows:

       (a) Officers, with the exception of vice admirals and admirals, will wear a slip-on version of the regular size embroidered grade insignia. When wearing the eagle insignia, eagle faces to the wearer's right. Vice admirals and admirals
will wear a slightly smaller size insignia to accommodate the insignia's proper fit on the tab. The stars will be stacked vertically point to center.

(b) Master, senior, and chief petty officers will wear a slip-on version of the 1-1/4 inch embroidered cap device on the tab.

(c) First, second, and third class petty officers will wear a slip-on version of the appropriate embroidered petty officer cap device on the tab. The eagle faces to the wearer's right.

(d) Rating specialty insignias are not authorized to be worn on the tab.

12. The parka is the authorized outerwear worn with the NWU. Close the zipper at least 3/4 of the way. It has a detachable black fleece liner that provides extra comfort and protection during extremely cold conditions. The accompanied black fleece liner is the only liner authorized to be worn with the NWU. The parka is equipped with a fold-out hood located inside the velcro closure section of the collar. The hood is designed to provide additional protection during inclement weather conditions. To ensure its water tight integrity, puncturing, pinning, or sewing items to the parka is not authorized, except on the pocket flap and rank tab.

13. The black fleece liner is authorized to be worn as a stand-alone outer garment with the NWU Type I and III. When worn as an outer garment, it will be placed over the NWU blouse zippered at least 3/4 of the way, include a sewn-on rank tab and E4 and above will wear their rank via slip-on rank insignia over the rank tab. As a liner, the fleece will be worn into the Parka to provide extra comfort and protection during inclement weather conditions. Black gloves (leather and non-leather) are authorized to be worn when weather conditions warrant.

14. Navy uniform regulations grooming standards apply when wearing the NWU.

15. For environmental extremes the following modifications are authorized when granted by appropriate authority (regional commander/commanding officer).

   (1) The NWU shirt may be removed on job sites or in work spaces.

   (2) NWU trousers may be worn unbloused on job sites or in workspaces.

   (3) During the winter or inclement periods, the parka hood is authorized for wear in addition to head gear. Black leather gloves are authorized.

16. Aiguillettes: At commander's discretion, aiguillettes are authorized for wear with NWU shirt and parka by personnel assigned to billets in which aiguillettes are a prescribed uniform item. Puncturing the outer shell of the parka will result in compromising the water tight integrity of the garment.

12. Chapter 4, Section 2, Rank/Rate Insignia, Enlisted Rate/Rating Insignia, Service Stripes, Article 4232.

Deleted:
GOLD RATING BADGE AND SERVICE STRIPES. Personnel whose most recent 12 cumulative years of Naval active or active reserve service meets requirements for Good Conduct
Service (that which meets minimum requirements for performance, conduct and evaluations marks for the Good Conduct Award) shall wear gold rating badges and gold service stripes on Dress Blue uniforms, Dinner Dress Blue uniforms and Dinner Dress Blue/White Jacket uniforms. The 12 years may be active or drilling reserve time in the Navy, Navy Reserve, Marine Corps, or Marine Corps Reserve. Times excluded are: delayed entry programs, inactive reserves and broken service. Under broken service conditions - resume the cumulative time count upon active duty reenlistment or upon enlisting in the drilling reserves.

**Added:**
GOLD RATING BADGE AND SERVICE STRIPES. Enlisted Sailors with 12 cumulative years of Naval active or active reserve service are authorized to wear gold rating badges, and gold services stripes, in lieu of red rating badges and stripes. The 12 years of service may be active or drilling reserve time in the Navy, Navy Reserve, Marine Corps, or Marine Corps Reserve. Time counts excluded from this calculation are delayed entry programs, inactive reserves and broken service. Under broken service conditions, resume the cumulative time count upon active duty reenlistment or upon enlisting in the drilling reserves. Gold rating badges and service stripes may be worn on Service Dress Blue, Dinner Dress Blue Jacket, Dinner Dress White Jacket and Full Dress Blue uniforms only. Petty officers entitled to wear gold rating badges and service stripes may wear gold chevrons on their cap device, and rank devices worn on the epaulets of the black relax fit jacket worn with the Service Uniform (SU).

13. Chapter 4, Section 2, Rank/Rate Insignia, Enlisted Rate/Rating Insignia, Service Stripes, Article 4233.

**Deleted:**
CONTINUED WEARING OF GOLD. Once qualified to wear the gold rating badge and gold service stripes, the qualification continues through the duration of an enlisted person’s service, providing they continue to meet minimum conduct, performance, and evaluation mark requirements for a Good Conduct Medal or Naval Reserve Meritorious Service Award. On the date the individual fails to meet the minimum standards, the gold rating badge and gold service stripes must be removed from the uniform. Additionally, if an individual is convicted by court-martial or Non-Judicial Punishment (NJP), the gold badge and gold service stripes must be removed from the uniform on the date the conviction becomes final within the meaning of Article 76, Uniform Code of Military Justice. The privilege to again wear the gold service stripes/rating badge may only be earned by fulfilling the requirements listed in <4232>.

**Added:**
CONTINUED WEARING OF GOLD. Once qualified to wear the gold rating badge and gold service stripes, the qualification continues throughout the duration of Naval service.


**Deleted:**
1. **Provisions for Wear.** Only one identification badge may be worn at a time, except the post-tour Navy Fleet/Force/Command Master Chief Badge <(see article 5101.3.e.>). If you qualify for more than one badge, wear the badge representing your present assignment, otherwise, wear the badge you prefer. Attach badges directly to the uniform. Do not hang them on the uniform by key chains or material backings, etc.

**Added:**

1. **Provisions for Wear.** Only one identification badge may be worn at a time, except the post-tour Navy Command Senior Enlisted Leader Badge <(see article 5101.3.e.>). If you qualify for more than one badge, wear the badge representing your present assignment, otherwise, wear the badge you prefer. Attach badges directly to the uniform. Do not hang them on the uniform by key chains or material backings, etc.

15. **Chapter 5, Section 1, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia, Identification Badges, Eligibility and Description of Authorized Identification Badges, Command Senior Enlisted Leader Identification Badge, Article 5101.3.e.**

**Deleted:**

e. **Command Senior Enlisted Leader Identification Badge**

(1) **Eligibility.** This badge is worn by all military personnel assigned to and performing the duties of Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON), Fleet Master Chief (FLTCM), Force Master Chief (FORCM), Command Master Chief (CMC) (NEC 9580), Chief of the Boat (COB) (NEC 9579), Command Senior Chief (CSC) (NEC 9578), and collateral duty Command Master Chief, Command Senior Chief and Command Chief.

(2) **Description.** Regular badges are approximately 1-3/4 inches by 1-3/8 inches, oval, and bordered with a gold chain. The Master or Senior Chief Petty Officer device and identifying silver plate, with applicable raised silver lettering ("Navy", "Fleet", "Force", or "Command"), are centered on a brushed gold background. Miniature badges are one-half the size of the regular badge.

(3) **Correct Wear.** Only one Command Senior Enlisted Identification Badge may be worn at any one time. The badge may be worn during and after the period of detail. This badge is the only identification badge that may be worn post-tour when wearing another identification badge as an incumbent.
(a) The full size Command Senior Enlisted Leader Identification Badge will be worn on all uniforms except the Dinner Dress Uniforms.

(b) When wearing the Command Senior Enlisted Identification Badge with the new Navy Working Uniform (NWU), follow the procedures prescribed in chapter 3, section 6, article <3603>.

Otherwise, wear the badge as follows:

(c) Incumbents

1. Men wear on the left pocket. On pockets with flaps, (except NWU), center the badge between the lower point of the flap and bottom of the pocket, midway between the sides. On pockets without flaps, center the badge on the pocket. On the full dress uniforms, center the badge on the left pocket 1/4 inch below the lowest row of medals or below the second breast insignia, if authorized. If breast insignia, medals and identification badge combined cause the identification badge to be positioned on or below the lower seam of the pocket, do not wear the secondary breast insignia. On the NWU wear the badge centered on the left shirt pocket flap.

2. Women wear the full size badge centered 1/4 inch above the right breast pocket. On uniforms without breast pockets, place the badge in the same relative position as ribbons/medals. When wearing a name tag, center the device 1/4 inch above nametag. As an option, the command senior enlisted leader identification badge may be worn centered on the left breast pocket. On pockets with flaps, center the badge between the lower point of the flap and bottom of the pocket, midway between the sides. On pockets without flaps, center the badge on the pocket. On the full dress uniforms, center the badge on the left pocket 1/4 inch below the lowest row of medals or below the second breast insignia, if authorized. The badge will be worn in such manner to preserve the dignity and appearance of the Navy uniform.

3. Dinner Dress Uniforms. Men and women wear the miniature size badge 1/4 inch below the lowest row of miniature medals or secondary breast insignia.

(d) Post-tour Senior Enlisted Leaders holding a valid 9580/9579 NEC who are not assigned to a 9580/9579 billet may wear the miniature command senior enlisted leader identification badge as follows:

1. Men and women wear post tour SEL badge in the same position as incumbent SEL badge is worn.

2. When wearing full dress uniforms, men center the badge 1/4 inch below the lower of either the medals or secondary breast insignia. Women, center the badge 1/4 inch above the left pocket, medals or primary breast insignia.

3. Post-tour wear on formal, dinner dress, and working uniforms is not authorized.

(e) When wearing full dress white, the combination of breast insignia, medals, and identification badge shall not extend below the lower seam of the pocket.
(4) Per OPNAVINST 1306.2H, commands with designated collateral duty
command senior enlisted advisors (CSEAs) will wear the appropriate Command Master,
Senior, or Chief badge while functioning in that capacity only. Post tour wear is not
authorized

Added:

e. Command Senior Enlisted Leader Identification Badge

(1) Eligibility. This badge is worn by all military personnel assigned to and
performing the duties of Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON), Fleet Master Chief
(FLTCH), Force Master Chief (FORCM), Command Master Chief (CMC) (NEC 8CMC), Chief of
the Boat (COB) (NEC 8COB), Command Senior Chief (CSC) (NEC 8CSC), and collateral duty
Command Master Chief, Command Senior Chief and Command Chief.

(2) Description. Regular badges are approximately 1-3/4 inches by 1-3/8 inches,
oval, and bordered with a gold chain. The Master or Senior Chief Petty Officer device and
identifying silver plate, with applicable raised silver lettering ("Navy", "Fleet", "Force", or
"Command"), are centered on a brushed gold background. Miniature badges are one-half
the size of the regular badge.

(3) Correct Wear. Only one Command Senior Enlisted Leader Identification
Badge may be worn at any one time. The badge may be worn during and after the period
detail. This badge is the only identification badge that may be worn post-tour when
wearing another identification badge as an incumbent.

(a) The full size Command Senior Enlisted Leader Identification Badge will be
worn on all uniforms except the Dinner Dress Uniforms.

(b) When wearing the Command Senior Enlisted Leader Identification Badge
with the new Navy Working Uniform (NWU), follow the procedures prescribed in chapter 3,
section 6, article <3603>.

Otherwise, wear the badge as follows:

(c) Incumbents
1. Men wear on the left pocket. On pockets with flaps, (except NWU), center the badge between the lower point of the flap and bottom of the pocket, midway between the pocket edges. On pockets without flaps, center the badge on the pocket. On the full dress uniforms, center the badge on the left pocket 1/4 inch below the lowest row of medals or below the second breast insignia, if authorized. If breast insignia, medals and identification badge combined cause the identification badge to be positioned on or below the lower seam of the pocket, do not wear the secondary breast insignia. On the NWU wear the badge centered on the left shirt pocket flap.

2. Women wear the full size badge centered 1/4 inch above the right breast pocket. On uniforms without breast pockets, place the badge in the same relative position as ribbons/medals. When wearing a name tag, center the device 1/4 inch above name tag. As an option, the command senior enlisted leader identification badge may be worn centered on the left breast pocket. On pockets with flaps, center the badge between the lower point of the flap and bottom of the pocket, midway between the sides. On pockets without flaps, center the badge on the pocket. On the full dress uniforms, center the badge on the left pocket 1/4 inch below the lowest row of medals or below the second breast insignia, if authorized. The badge will be worn in such manner to preserve the dignity and appearance of the Navy uniform.

3. Dinner Dress Uniforms. Men and women wear the miniature size badge 1/4 inch below the lowest row of miniature medals or secondary breast insignia.

(d) Post-tour. Command Senior Enlisted Leaders holding a valid 8CMC/8COB/8CSC NEC who are not assigned to an 8CMC/8COB/8CSC billet may wear the miniature command senior enlisted leader identification badge as follows:

1. Men and women wear post tour CSEL badge in the same position as incumbent CSEL badge is worn.

2. When wearing full dress uniforms, men center the badge 1/4 inch below the lower of either the medals or secondary breast insignia. Women, center the badge 1/4 inch above the left pocket, medals or primary breast insignia.

3. Post-tour wear on formal, dinner dress, and working uniforms is not authorized.

(e) When wearing full dress white, the combination of breast insignia, medals, and identification badge shall not extend below the lower seam of the pocket for males. For females, they shall not extend lower than the second button on the Service Dress White Coat and no lower than the fourth button on the Service Dress White Chokers.

(4) Per OPNAVINST 1306.2H, commands with designated collateral duty command senior enlisted leaders (CSELs) will wear the appropriate Command Master, Senior, or Chief badge while functioning in that capacity only. Post tour wear is not authorized.

16. Chapter 5, Section 1, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia, Identification Badges, Eligibility and Description of Authorized Identification Badges, Joint/Unified Command Identification Badges, Article 5101.3.k(1).
Deleted:
(1) Navy personnel assigned to Joint/Unified Commands may be authorized to wear distinctive command identification badges, but only on approval from the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). Requests for authorization will include a photograph, drawing, or sample of the device and local regulations regarding its wear. Unless otherwise prescribed in the approval letter, Joint/Unified Command identification badges will be worn in the same general manner as prescribed for the Office of Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff badges. Approved Joint/Unified Command identification badges may be worn for the duration of assignment to that command only.

Added:
(1) Sailors assigned to Joint/Unified commands (to include NATO) are authorized to wear the identification badge of that command during the period of assignment only. Joint/Unified command identification badges will be worn on authorized uniforms in the same manner as prescribed for the Office of the Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff badges.

17. Chapter 5, Section 1, Identification Badges/Awards/Insignia, Identification Badges, Eligibility and Description of Authorized Identification Badges, Joint/Unified Command Identification Badges, Article 5101.3.k(2).

Deleted: